CONTINENTAL RANGE ACCESSORIES

Define your style.

INTRODUCTION

Gain a new edge.
Owning a Bentley Continental is an intense experience. Its distinct
style, immense luxury and near limitless power sets this thrilling
coupé in a class of its own. It's a perfect example of supercar
speed meeting handcrafted perfection.
Keeping this in mind we have designed a full range of Bentley
accessories, so you can make it truly yours. Now you can have the
freedom to take the open road on your own terms.
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Shown on a Bentley Continental GT V8 also featuring the Carbon Fibre Styling Specification, 21" Limited Edition Black Elegant Wheels and Carbon Fibre Door Mirror Cowls.
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The edge of darkness.
Replacing the lower exterior brightware elements of your
Continental with jet black trims, the Blackline Accessory Pack
creates a striking impact that is sporty and dynamic.
Blackline Accessory Pack: the facts.
Radiator Surround (1)
Lower Body Trim (2)
Door Handle Inserts (3)
Headlight Surrounds (4)
You can complement this feature with the Black Door Glass
Surround, Dark Tint Headlights or by adding the stylish Rear Dark
Tint Lights, available with or without black bezel.
Complementary features:
Dark Tint Headlights (4)
Black Door Glass Surround (5)
Rear Dark Tint Lights (6)
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Contours with colour.
Accentuate the sweeping shape of your Continental with a
custom front splitter and rear diffuser, painted in the colour of
your choice for greater depth and dimension.
Stand out with a style that’s truly personal. Add vibrant character
with Lower Body Styling in your chosen colour. It’s the perfect
finishing touch for a Continental as unique as you are. This
exterior styling is a great way to complement the Blackline
Accessory Pack.
Painted Lower Body Styling: the facts.
Front Splitter
Side Sills
Rear Diffuser
Lower Grille Strakes
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Sporty heritage.
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Made from tough, motorsport grade carbon fibre, our range
of body styling features can be configured to create your own
powerfully striking visual impact.
Make an entrance with distinctive styling. Each element of the
pack is meticulously created from carbon fibre and the weave
painstakingly mirror-matched for an impeccable finish and
dynamic sports flair.
Enhance this pack with the Carbon Fibre Rear Spoiler (Continental
GT only) and Carbon Fibre Door Mirror Cowls to complete the
dynamic look of your Continental.
Carbon Fibre Styling Specification: the facts.
Bentley Branded Side Sills (1)
Front Splitter (2)
Lower Grille Strakes (2)
Rear Diffuser (3)
Complementary features:
Door Mirror Cowls (4)
Rear Spoiler - not shown
(Continental GT only)
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Bespoke form, perfect function.
At the Bentley factory in Crewe, our engineers have always
maintained that a wheel must be in perfect harmony with the
shape of the car.
The epitome of form fused with function, our range of alloy wheels
enable you to personalise the look of your Bentley Continental to
a striking effect.
21" 10 Twin-Spoke Speed Wheel black gloss
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21" 10 Twin-Spoke Speed Wheel dark tint

21" 10 Twin-Spoke Speed Wheel black gloss

21" Limited Edition Black Elegant Wheel

21" 7-Spoke Elegant Wheel painted

21" 5-Spoke 2-Piece Wheel polished

(Also available in painted silver finish)

21" 6 Twin-Spoke Wheel black machined
(Also available in painted and machined silver finish)

(Also available in painted finish)
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21" 10-Spoke Propeller Wheel polished

21" 10-Spoke Sports Wheel matt black

21" 10-Spoke Sports Wheel matt titanium

20" Open-Spoke Wheel dark tint

20" 6 Tri-Spoke Wheel painted

(Also available in painted finish)

21" 7 Twin-Spoke Wheel polished
(Also available in diamond turned finish)

(Also available in painted and polished finish)
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(Also available in diamond turned finish)
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A professional performance.
Offering virtually fade-free performance combined with the
rust-free, long-life qualities of ultimate composite materials, our
Carbon Ceramic Brakes are one of the best braking systems of
any production car in the world.
We also made sure that this superlative braking system looks
beautiful, with calipers painted in either bright red, jet black or
green, smartly embossed with the name Bentley in white.
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The colour of speed.
Add a touch of sporting colour to your wheels with a Brake Caliper
upgrade. Choose from black, blue or red painted brake calipers.
These are also the perfect way to complement the Painted Lower
Body Styling.
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The sound of speed.
Announce your approach with the unmistakable sound of your
Bentley Continental. Available for the V8 and W12 models,
the Sports Exhaust System adds greater definition to the
exhaust note, producing a satisfying, full-throated roar under firm
acceleration.
This exciting sports tone is the result of careful fine tuning by our
engineers. The W12 exhaust is made from lightweight titanium
which makes it an ideal enhancement for track events. Relish the
sound of power.
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High performance shine.
Make the W12 Continental your own.
Choose from two bumper grilles. Dark Tint Bumper Grilles give
your car a sporty yet stylish edge, while Chrome Bumper Grilles
signal your arrival in shining style.
Dark Tint Bumper Grilles (Continental GT W12 only)
Chrome Bumper Grilles (Continental GT W12 only)
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Unruffled style.
It’s one of life’s great pleasures. Driving along in your Continental
GT Convertible on a fine day with the roof down. It feels just
perfect, and is the reason we love convertibles so much.
Which is why we created this bespoke satin-framed Wind
Deflector* – to additionally protect you and your passenger from
being buffeted by side winds, while also helping to reduce exterior
noise. It means you can enjoy the exhilaration of the open road
and the smooth, pleasing rush of wind without feeling ruffled.
This single-piece accessory folds neatly into the back seats of the
car. It also comes with its own matching black storage bag, which
is easily stowed in the luggage compartment.

*Available for Convertible models only. Reduces seat capacity to two people.
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Little details, great pleasures.
Many unmistakable characteristics define a Bentley, but few are
as distinctive as our unmistakable Bentley ‘B’. With this in mind,
we created accessories that provide opportunities to further
elevate your car’s iconic status.
The Jewel Fuel Filler Cap captures that subtle yet exquisite
attention to detail. Originally designed as a bespoke piece for a
Bentley aficionado, it’s a uniquely pleasing and personal detail to
savour each time you refuel.
Perfect for Continental lovers who appreciate the finer finishing
touches, our eye-catching hexagonal Branded Valve Caps
complement the wheels. Available in four colour options; a black
or red badge on a chrome or black bezel.
Each set includes five valve caps, beautifully presented in an
attractive gift box making it an ideal gift.
Jewel Fuel Filler Cap
Branded Valve Caps
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Naturally personal.
Available in eight finishes, these veneers enhance the natural
ambience of your interior surroundings, providing a continuation
of the natural warmth of the front console, fascia panels and
doors. Intricate mirror-matching techniques are used to fashion
a perfect, symmetrical pattern, then finished with a UV stabiliser
to protect the rich colours from bleaching in the sunlight.
Naturally, the end result is one you’ll savour for many years
to come.
Veneers: the options (left to right).
Birds Eye Maple
Chestnut
Burr Walnut
Tamo Ash
Madrona
Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus (for W12 only)
Dark Stained Burr Walnut
Piano Black
Please note, the colours reproduced are for representation purposes only and therefore vary
slightly from the actual vehicle.
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Hand-stitched, tailor-made.
Enhancing your travel with a fresh luxury ambience, Door Panel
Inserts are available in a range of colours and stitch patterns to
match or contrast the interior of your car.
This is an ideal way to give your cabin a new, personal look and
feel, with all the benefits of premium leather hide, expertly
selected, cut and hand-stitched the Bentley way.
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Winning position.
Step into a personalised cockpit and dashboard inspired by
sporting successes and Le Mans victories.
The geometrically precise overlapping circles of our Engine-Turned
Aluminium Interior Trim reproduce the dashboard styling of ‘Old
Number One’ – the legendary Speed Six that won two Le Mans
24 Hour races in 1929 and 1930.
Alternatively, you might choose to reflect one of our more recent
Bentley Le Mans successes. Made from the same toughened
material used in Bentley motorsport, the Carbon Fibre Interior
Trim is perfect for a modern sports feel, with a satin finish
specially developed to reduce unwelcome reflections.
Creating a sleek, dynamic look for your Continental, the black
gloss interior trim gives a truly sophisticated and luxurious feel to
your cabin, reminiscent of the finish of a classic grand piano or art
deco furniture.
Interior Trim: the options.
Engine-Turned Aluminium – Dark Tint (1)
Carbon Fibre (2)
Piano Black (3)
Engine-Turned Aluminium – Bright Tint (4)
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A step further.
The ideal way to celebrate every step into the grand comfort of
your Continental, our distinctive treadplates are expertly crafted
in two unique styles.
Illuminated Treadplates light up when the door is opened to cast
a delicate, welcoming glow whenever you enter or leave the cabin.
Personalised Treadplates can be etched with your choice of name,
phrase, model or registration, engineered into a design that
echoes the iconic Bentley matrix grille.
Illuminated Treadplates
Personalised Treadplates
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Because style is control.
Luxury meets performance in personalised driving controls.
Beautiful to see and feel, keenly responsive and exhilarating
to drive.
Engineered with our hallmark knurling to reflect its racing heritage,
the Sports Gear Lever gives your hand and fingers increased grip,
while the lightweight Drilled Alloy Sports Foot Pedals feature
tough rubber studs for a sure grip underfoot.
Notice that the classically designed brake pedal bears the iconic
3

Bentley ‘B’, while the footrest gives your foot ergonomic support
at the correct angle.
Each personalised control fuses expert engineering with beautiful
design to maximise the luxury and the performance of your
Continental driving experience.
Sports Gear Lever (1)
Drilled Alloy Sports Foot Pedals (2)
Bentley ‘B’ Brake Pedal (3)
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Turned to perfection.
It's interesting to consider that the steering wheel is your closest
relationship with your car, in both its feel and function. Always at
your hands, it is a central point of control and contact.
Made from the finest leather hides, the double hand-stitched
Steering Wheel is a beautiful example of Bentley craftsmanship
at its finest. It takes 15 hours to hand-stitch each cover, a display
of impeccable stitching made to match the colour of your cabin.
Single Tone Hide, heated
Wood and Hide
Duo-Tone Hide
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Precious time.
Balancing precision engineering and aesthetics, the classic Breitling
Red Analogue Clock first featured in the Continental Supersports
ISR driven by rally champion Juha Kankkunen, setting a blistering
ice-speed record of 205.48 mph on the frozen Bay of Bothnia.
This exceptional performance chronograph is available for your
Continental. Borne of our passion for engineering and prestige,
this elegant mechanism combines British chic with Swiss tradition
– a perfectly practical and beautiful reminder of the value of time.
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A very individual interior.
Our designers have created a Smoking Option, comprised of an
anti-slip mat with cigar lighter and ashcan, artfully embossed with
the iconic Bentley ‘B’.
There is also a Non-Smoking Option, featuring essential additions
to make every journey more enjoyable: an anti-slip mat with a
handy cupholder for two containers and a 12-volt power socket
for charging.
For those who like to keep their essentials in one place, our
removable Stowage Box for the centre console stores your
sunglasses, keys, pens and mobile devices in an exquisite leatherlined folding case, smartly embossed with the Bentley wings.
Unclip and slip into your bag or pocket for practical and stylish
stowage that goes with your Continental – and your life.
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Relax into your journey.
Especially designed for the Continental’s restful rear cabin, the
Relaxation Pack includes two Bentley branded soft hide scatter
cushions, trimmed to match the hide colour of your car’s interior.
And, to ergonomically comfort and support tired feet, the pack
also features two luxurious footrests, upholstered in a deep, cosy
pile to match your Continental’s floor covering.
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How illuminating.
Embodying luxury with performance, the Bentley Jewelled Torch
is a shining example of smart styling and practical design.
Featuring our Bentley hallmark knurling on its collar, with a
Bentley ‘B’ etched on its lens, the Bentley Jewelled Torch is the
stylish way to light your way. Easily charged in the cigar lighter,
it can be neatly stowed, but ready to go whenever you need it.
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Luxury, practically.
For the ultimate in cabin comfort, select from our sumptuous
range of premium quality rugs and mats.
Super soft Lambswool Rugs are made from natural lambswool
for true warmth and comfort. They are available in sets of two in
a beautiful selection of complementary colours.
Deep Pile Overmats, generously woven in the highest quality pile,
give a luxurious and durable finish. Express your personal style
with a stunning range of colours, available as sets of two or four.
Trust waterproof All Weather Floor Mats for high-quality grip and
protection in wet, snowy conditions. Perfectly tailored with raised
edges and diamond-cut facets to keep dirt and moisture away,
they make cleaning simple too.
Lambswool Rugs (1)
Deep Pile Overmats (2) 
All Weather Floor Mats (3)
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Let us play.
Whatever the soundtrack of your life, our Apple® Connectivity
Leads pair your iPod®, iPhone® or MP3 player to your Continental’s
amazing sound system. Not only that, you can select tracks
and control volume directly through either the touchscreen
infotainment system or the steering mounted controls. Available
in a range of colours (red, black, green, yellow) with the original
30pin Apple® connector, or the Lightning® connector for later
Apple® devices.
If you prefer compact discs to MP3 players, you can choose a
6-disc CD Changer, which fits snugly into the glove box, and is
controlled through the steering mounted controls.
Whichever format you like, you can seamlessly enjoy all the
sounds you love in your Continental.
Apple® Connectivity Leads
6-disc CD Changer
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Safe and sound.
Helping to keep tabs on your car and give you greater peace of
mind, Vodafone NavTrak is the only approved vehicle tracking
system for the Continental.
If the car is being taken unlawfully, Vodafone NavTrak tracks it,
using GPS and GSM technology to aid a quick recovery through
established procedures with local police forces; cover available
across 23 European countries.
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An open invitation.
When it comes to technology, control is everything. Our practical
accessories open up new possibilities.
When you’re arriving home or heading for the open road, a
convenient remote Garage Door Opener gives you smooth
and instant access to your garage. Seamlessly fitted into your
Continental’s roof console, this system saves you time at the
beginning and end of your journey.
Another time saving piece of technology is the Powerboot Opener,
which can remotely open and close the door of your Continental’s
luggage compartment. The opener can either use the existing
switch in the driver’s door, or an integrated button in the key or
boot, giving you a hands-off approach to loading up luggage.
Sometimes – just sometimes – you might choose to hand over
your Continental to another driver, for instance a professional
valet attendant. On these occasions, you can use our Valet Key,
which allows individuals to drive your car whilst restricting access
to the boot or glove box.
Powerboot Opener
Valet Key
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We have everything covered.
If you plan to store your Continental for any length of time, we
have created a range of high-quality accessories to protect your
car against dust, dirt and wear.
Indoor Car Covers give an extra barrier to the damaging effects
of moisture and dust. Outdoor Car Covers protect its paint
finish and brightware from weather and pollution. Designed and
custom-stitched for the Continental’s contours and dimensions,
both the Indoor and Outdoor Car Covers can be personalised
at sill level with the model name, your name, chassis number or
registration number.
Tyre Cradles are essential when your Continental is stored at rest
over time. They help to prevent flat spots developing on your
car’s tyres, which can reduce their efficiency and performance.
Each cradle is engineered from a unique polymer that
supports and protects tyres while stationary, keeping them in
optimum condition.
Helping to ensure you are never left without power, our Bentley
branded compact Battery Charger can fully replenish an exhausted
car battery.
Indoor and Outdoor Car Covers
Tyre Cradles
Battery Charger
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Always perfect.
To make sure your Bentley remains flawless whatever the
weather, we have a selection of accessories available.
The heavy duty Wheel Bag holds one wheel and tyre
and will safely protect the interior of your boot, as well
as making the wheel easier to transport for replacement
and repair.
Should you come across any blemishes to your car’s paintwork,
Bentley Touch-Up Paints are specially formulated for compatibility
with all Continental original finishes to preserve your car’s good
looks, not to mention its value. The Hide Food is also available,
which moisturises and protects your car’s leather against ageing.
Wheel Bag
Touch-Up Paints
Hide Food
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Ready for the road.

1

Given the grand tours and adventures you may enjoy in your
Continental, Luggage Compartment Fixing Straps are a sensible
consideration. The smart black leather fixing straps safely secure
items to the left and right sides of the rear compartment.
To keep other loose items secure, the high-strength Luggage
Compartment Floor Net is a further means of securing items to the
compartment floor.
The Heavy Duty Luggage Compartment & Bumper Protector is
designed to absorb any heavy knocks and includes a fold out section
which protects your bumper whilst loading heavy items.
To transport your precious cargo in the most luxurious fashion,
choose the Lambswool Rug.
2

You can also protect the floor of your boot with the stain-resistant
Luggage Compartment Overmat that perfectly slots into the
Continental's rear compartment.
Neatly built under the boot lid, the Continental’s Umbrella Stowage
provides secure and convenient storage for two telescopic umbrellas
(umbrellas not included).
Boot features: the options.
Luggage Compartment Fixing Straps* (1)
Luggage Compartment Floor Net (2)
Heav y Duty Luggage Compartment & Bumper Protector* (3)
Lambswool Rug* (4)
Luggage Compartment Overmat (5)
Umbrella Stowage (6)

*Continental GT only
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Refreshing thoughts.
Keeping drivers and passengers happy is always at the front of
our minds. Stay sustained and refreshed on your travels with
essential accessories for a long, cool drink or a reviving lunch.
Designed for picnics and outdoor occasions, the Bentley Cooler
Bag is the perfect travelling companion. With a generous capacity
of 14 litres, the Cooler Bag’s sturdy waterproof internal case
provides vertical space for two one-litre bottles, and comes
in a stylish and durable Oxford Nylon finish. Of course, it also
features a thermo-electric control to keep all your food and drink
at precisely the right temperature.
Ideal for use in and outside of the Continental is a Portable
Fridge, with space for two 1.5 litre bottles stored vertically, plus
plenty of other food supplies. Handily connecting to the 12-volt
power supply in the Continental’s boot, it has a detachable power
lead. Thoughtfully, it has sturdy side carrying handles so is easy
to transport, with practical drinks holders moulded into the lid.
C
 ooler Bag
Portable Fridge
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Ready for anything.
Be sure you’re prepared for every journey you make with our
range of roadside safety and emergency accessories.
It is always a good idea to stow a Travel Bulb Kit so you are visible
and safe on the road – a particularly good idea for longer trips.
When it is crucial to warn passing and oncoming traffic about your
presence at the roadside, the Hazard and Emergency Warning
Light Set is a safe, innovative solution. Three studs automatically
activate when they are tapped on the ground, flashing a highvisibility orange light to alert other drivers.
Travel Bulb Kit
Hazard and Emergency Warning Light Set
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